
SENATE No. 39.

To the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court
convened.

In accordance with the requirement of the Act of incorpora-
tion, that “ the corporation shall make an Annual Report of
its condition, financial and otherwise, to the Legislature,”
the President, by direction of the Board of Trustees, submits
the following—

Our annual report of last year sets forth the conditions of
the grant by Congress for agricultural colleges, the acceptance
of the grant by the Commonwealth, the location of the college
at Amherst, with the reasons therefor, the purchase of a farm
of between three hundred and four hundred acres there, the
subscription of $75,000 for the erection of buildings, the sale
of the land scrip so far as accomplished, and the steps taken
toward the organization of the college.
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Two vacancies then existing in the board of trustees were
filled by the election of Henry F. Hills and E. Francis Bow-
ditch, so that the board is now composed of the following mem-
bers : Marshall P. Wilder, of Dorchester; Charles G. Davis, of
Plymouth ; Nathan Durfee, of Pall River; Henry Colt, of
Pittsfield; Charles C. Sewall, of Medfield ; Paoli Lathrop, of
South Hadley ; Phinehas Stedman, of Chicopee ; Allen W.
Dodge, of Hamilton ; George Marston, ofBarnstable; William
B. Washburn, of Greenfield ; Henry L. Whiting, of Tisbury ;

D. Waldo Lincoln, of Worcester; Henry P. Hills, of Amherst;
E. Francis Bowditch, of Framingham ; and Henry P. French,
of Amherst; Alexander H. Bullock, of Worcester; Charles L.
Flint, of Boston ; and Joseph White, of Williamstown ; the
last named four being each a member ex officio.

At the annual meeting in May, the following officers of the
board were elected: His Excellency John A. Andrew, Presi-
dent ; Henry F. French, Vice-President; Charles L. Flint,
Secretary; Nathan Durfee, Treasurer; Allen W. Dodge,
Auditor ; Messrs. French, Lathrop, Colt, and Davis, Executive
Committee, to which, on the Ist of November, Mr. Lincoln was
added.

The Act of incorporation, as amended, requires that “ the
plan of organization, government, and course of study pre-
scribed for said college shall be subject to the approval of the
governor and council.” On the third day of February, 1865,
“ a plan of organization and course of study,” after most care-
ful examination, was unanimously adopted by the trustees, and
on the same day transmitted to the governor for such approval.
After a full hearing on the subject before the governor and
council, by officers of our board, the paper was, on the first day
of April, returned to us by the governor, without having been
acted upon by the council, with a suggestion that an approval
at that time would be premature. At the quarterly meeting of
the board in May, it was voted to lay the subject upon the table,
and no further action was taken upon it until December 27th,
when it was voted to present the plan to the incoming governor
and council for approval.

It has seemed to the trustees desirable that their plan of
organization should be early established, in order not only that
their buildings and farm might be arranged in conformity with
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it; but that they might publicly and officially answer the fre-
quent and reasonable inquiries as to what they proposed to do
for agriculture and education, by means of the college. Inas-
much, however, as their plan has no validity until approved by
the governor and council, and is subject still to any amend-
ment by the trustees, which their further deliberation or that of
the governor and council may render proper, it has not been
deemed expedient to publish it in full in advance of its hnal
sanction ; yet it seems due to the community, whose interests
we have in charge, that some general statement of our views
and intentions should be made public.

In a paper addressed to the governor and council, in Sep-
tember, 1864, by our executive committee, in behalf of the trus-
tees, printed in Senate document No. 172, in 1865, we set forth,
with some precision, our ideas as to what is required in our
plan of organization by our charter, and by the Act of Congress
granting the land for the colleges. These views, so far as they
affected the immediate question which called them forth, which
was the approval by the governor and council of our location
of the college at Amherst, seem to have been satisfactory, and
were sanctioned by the favorable action of the executive, and
by subsequent grants of aid by the legislature. Our general
plan has not since been greatly modified by further investiga-
tion. A few principles and circumstances seem to us to indi-
cate clearly to our board what our duty in this behalf requires.

In organizing the college, we should keep constantly in mind,
at the same time, the requirements of the Act of Congress and
of our charter, and the facilities for education already afforded
by our common school system, and the various existing colleges
and other institutions of learning. Our college is to be estab-
lished as a part of the great scheme of public education ; not
in opposition to our grammar schools and high schools, but in
harmony with them; not as arival to our other excellent colleges,
but as a co-worker with them in a common cause, supplying
some facilities, for the investigation of physical science, and
some practical teachings in “ such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the mechanic arts,” which can never
be afforded by existing colleges, without sacrificing their essen-
tial character of classical schools, and adding farms, imple-
ments, and live stock to their apparatus and museums.
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In deciding on a course of study and discipline for such an
institution, we must ever remember that we live under a repub-
lican and not an aristocratic government. An agricultural
college based upon republican institutions and adapted to them,
will differ essentially from' any college existing in a country
controlled by an aristocracy. Aristocratic governments are con-
structed upon the idea of inequality in property, in education,
and, therefore,

in political rights and power. We use the word
therefore , because wealth and education, monopolized by any
class in any country, will draw to that class the political con-
trol of that country. The foundation stones of republicanism
or democracy, as distinguished from aristocracy, are the
ideas of Equality, Progress, and the Dignity of Labor. The
distinctive principles of an aristocratic government are, that a
few are created to govern, and the rest to be governed, and that
government is especially valuable to preserve these natural and
proper relations in society, and prevent the lower orders from
struggling upwards to the disturbance of the system. It
requires less intellect in general to perform manual labor than
mental labor. Peasants and serfs and slaves can dig and pick
cotton, under task-masters, as well as graduates of universities,
and are far more obedient and docile in such positions. In all
aristocratic countries, therefore, no matter by what name we
call the government, the peasant, the serf or the slave performs
all the manual labor, and labor becomes degrading, merely
because degraded, ignorant persons perform it.

Labor is not dishonorable in England, merely because it is
hard for the physical system. A gentleman in a fox-chase, or
a university student in a boat club, will cheerfully endure more
hard work than he would impose on any servant. But in those
countries wealth and education monopolize the positions which
ignorance cannot fill, if it were allowed to try, and so all politi-
cal offices, and all the professions and posts of honor of every
kind are filled by the aristocracy, leaving poverty, ignorance
and hard work for the masses. The boys in England grow up
with the idea that manual labor is for peasants; the planter s

son regards labor as fit only for slaves; and, in both cases, the

desire of the governing classes naturally is to perpetuate these

notions. Thus the idea of progress is excluded, and the asso-

Adaptation to our Political Institutions.
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ciation of labor with servility and ignorance is maintained.
Even the comfortable farmer of England, on his thousand acres
of leased land, is as unconcerned about public affairs as one of
his own fat bullocks. He trusts his spiritual affairs to the
Church, and his political affairs to his landlord, and cares not
what party rules, provided the markets are good.

The poorest graduate of a Massachusetts high school, with no
capital but his brains, and no tools but his jack-knife, has right-
fully more interest in the government, and a broader field of
enterprise and usefulness open to him, than the son of any man
however wealthy, of the middle classes in the aristocratic
countries of Europe.

Republicanism has undertaken in America to recast society
into a system of equality. It proposes to create true and safe
equality, not by conferring on the ignorant and degraded the
rights of citizenship, but by raising all, through education, to
the full dignity of freemen. Its purpose is to diffuse education
and property among all the people, to give as nearly as possible
every child an even start in the world, and an equal chance to
be president, member of Congress, farmer, or mechanic as he
may choose. To effect this, our fathers abolished hereditary
rank. In England the king’s son is bom to be king, and the
lord’s son to be a lord, and the oldest son inherits all his father’s
lands.

In our country, the president’s son has no better claim to be
president than another, nor a senator’s son to be senator; and
all the sons and daughters share alike the father’s property.

Then comes in the great regulator and elevator, general edu-
cation, like a huge subsoiler, breaking up the old foundations
trampled down by the heavy feet of the weary laborers, as they
toiled on for centuries, like beasts in the furrow, and this must
finish the work.

Equality in education, in wealth, in power, so far as God has
permitted, is the key-stone of the arch of liberty, which our
fathers established. As men who believe these things, not as
mere glittering generalities, but as vital, practical, eternal
truths, how shall we build up an agricultural college ?

The Agricultural College at Cirencester is the only institu-
tion of the kind in England, and this has proved a failure, so
that in 1862, says Mr. Flint, it was -1150,000 in debt, and all
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its professors had resigned. Dr. Hitchcock, in his Report in
1851, shows us the fatal difficulties of an aristocratic agricul-
tural college. The school was opened, he tells us, for the sons
of farmers; but in 1849, out of seventy students, there was not
one son of a farmer there. “ Formerly,” says Dr. Hitchcock,
“ the school was open for the sons of the smaller farmers, but
could not find support on that plan, and it was found if those
attended, the wealthier classes would not send their sons. The
price, accordingly, has been raised, and none but the sons of
gentlemen, such as clergymen, and wealthy laymen, now attend.
None of the nobility send their children, although many give
their money for its support.”

“ Farmers,” “ gentlemen,” and “ the nobility,” form three
classes so distinct that they cannot attend the same school,
and far below the lowest of those, is the whole class of laborers,
ten times as numerous as all the other three, who are not
thought of as having any place in such a school.

A careful reading of Mr. Flint’s recent Report upon the
Agricultural Schools of Europe must satisfy any one that we
shall in vain look abroad for a model. The curse of aristocracy
is upon them all. They are designed for the education of some
one class, and not for the elevation of any man above the class
into which he was born. Ifmanual labor is required at all, it
is required only of the lower class ; that is, by classes composed
of a lower order of students, who never go into the higher
classes, thus keeping up the very idea of caste which it is our
object to destroy.

The bill of fare of the agricultural boarders of the Albert
National Agricultural Institution, near Dublin, in Ireland, may
indicate whether we have any occasion to educate any such
class. The whole breakfast, five days in the week, is “ bread,
three-quarters of a pound; and sweet milk, one pint.” The
other two days they have the same quantity of bread, and one
ounce of butter, and tea or coffee. Every day, year out and
year in, their supper is the same, “ oatmeal half a pound, in
stir-about, and skim-milk, one pint.” The aristocracy of the
school, of course, fare better. The Albert Institution is per-
haps the best in Great Britain, and well adapted to the wants
of the country, where the highest object is to train students for
teachers in schools of lower grade, and for positions as land
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stewards, to take charge of the farms of the nobility. There all
the land is owned by the small aristocratic class, who perform
no labor with their hands, and have no occasion to learn to
labor. Here every man may have a homestead without price,
and should personally know how, with his own hands, to render
it profitable.

We must remember, however, that although with us, all men
are born equal, and education is open to all, there arc few who
can devote their lives to learning, and that a system of educa-
tion based upon republican ideas, must be such as is best
adapted to the wants of the many, and not of the few. It may
fairly be assumed that the great mass of our young men must
complete their school and college education at about twenty-one
years of age, and after that, devote themselves to getting their
living.

Our common schools, up to the general standard of admission
to our colleges, carry all alike, rich and poor, in even ranks,
giving them a good general education, in English branches ;

and in our high schools considerable advancement in Latin,
with French and Greek in the larger towns. Existing colleges
and schools afford everywhere opportunity for education in the
classics, and in abstract mathematics. There is no demand in
that direction, for another college in this Commonwealth.

Demand foe Modification in College Education
There is, however, an impression quite common, both in this

country and abroad, that in existing colleges, too much of the
usual four years course is devoted to Greek and Latin and
abstract mathematics ; and our colleges have all been recently
giving way to this idea, and allowing the modern languages to
be taken as electives, to some extent, instead of them.
Scientific schools too, have been established in connection with
the colleges, to give the more practical teaching which they
who expect to occupy positions of actual business have seemed
to demand. The Institute of Technology, recently opened in
Boston, under most favorable auspices is, we understand,
already crowded with pupils, seeking the special education
which may fit them in the few years they can give exclusively
to study, for the practical affairs of life.
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Even in England, where the importance of the education of
the masses is by no means appreciated as in this country, the
universities of Oxford and Cambridge have recently admitted
that their exclusive course of instruction has not been adapted
to the wants of modern times, and have added a new feature
to their old system. We refer to what are known in England
as

The Middle Class Examinations
On the 18th of June, 1857, the university of Oxford passed

a statute, establishing examinations of those not members of
the university: one for youths under eighteen, another for boys
under fifteen. A commission was authorized to frame a scheme
of examination, appoint examiners, and arrange all the details
of the examinations, which are held at various centres, chiefly
the large towns. Certificates are given to those under fifteen
who succeed in the lower examination; and youth under
eighteen who pass the higher examination, receive the title of
Associate of Arts.

The university of Cambridge in England, has followed the
example of Oxford, and provided for similar examinations.

The objects of these examinations are, to encourage the
middle classes in the pursuit of learning, to guide them in
their course of study, and finally to test their progress, and
grant them such certificates of ability, as shall give them the
positions in business life for which they are found qualified.

It was perceived in England, as here, that no adequate
education was provided for business life. Of two hundred
boys in a grammar school in Leeds, only three, on an average,
go yearly to the universities. The others go directly from the
grammar school to such business as they can find.

Under the new arrangement it is hoped, that young men
designing to engage in trade, in art, in science, in manufactures
or in agriculture, may be encouraged to pursue their studies in
the course indicated by the universities, in order to avail
themselves of the certificates or titles thus publicly conferred.

Parliamentary Report.

A “ Report of Her Majesty’s commissioners appointed to
inquire into the revenues and management of certain colleges
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and schools, and the studies pursued, and the instruction
given therein,” presented to Parliament in March, 1864, in
four folio volumes, has given to the 'world some astounding
disclosures as to the defects of the system of education
pursued in England, showing how manifest errors in a matter
of vital interest to the public, may be tolerated under an
enlightened government, from generation to generation. We
have not space to do more than glance at this subject. In
brief, it may be said, that this report shows that in the great
schools of Eton, Westminster, Harrow, Winchester and Rugby,
physical science, including chemistry, natural philosophy,
geology, astronomy and botany, form no part of the regular
course of study, and French and German fare little better.
At Eton, out of 780 students, only twenty studied German;
and about eighty attended to French as an optional study, with
little regularity. At this most aristocratic of schools, only
thirty-five pupils attended to drawing, and music was not
taught at all.

“ At Winchester,” says the Rev. Mr. Moberly, for twenty-seven
years the head master there, “ we do not profess to teach
modern history at all,” and “ it is plainly out of the question
that we should teach chemistry, astronomy, geology, &c.”
To the question, “ Are the physical sciences not of value as a
discipline of the mind?” he replies: “I hardly know what
their value is. I do think it is very desirable that young
people and old people should know these things ; I think they
are matters of accomplishment and knowledge, which every-
body should know something of, but as a matter of education
and training of the mind, which is our particular duty as
instructors, I do not feel the value of them.”

If the question is asked, what is taught at these great
training schools for Oxford and Cambridge, the answer is,
Latin and Greek, and to some little extent, mathematics.
When, however, the commission follows its investigation farther,
it would seem that what little these pupils had learned at the
schools, they had forgotten at the university. Mr. Neate, M. P.
for Oxford, gives the following as his estimate of the grand
result of education at a classical school and Oxford, in these
words:
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“ I do not hesitate to say, that the great majority of those

who take a degree in Oxford, after having spent ten or twelve
years of their life in the all but exclusive study of Latin and
Greek, are unable to construe off-hand, the easiest passages in
either language, if they have never seen them before, and that
their Latin writing is almost invariably such as would, under
the old school system, have subjected them to a flogging, as
boys of twelve years old ; and those who take first classes, often
make such mistakes as make it difficult to understand how
they ever got simply a degree.”

The commissioners in their report say, “ of the young men
who go to the universities, a great number never acquire so
much Latin and Greek as would enable them to read the best
classical authors intelligently, and with pleasure, and more
than half of those who leave school do not go to the
universities at all; among these the average of classical
attainment is lower still, and probably in nine cases out of ten,
they never, after they have quitted school, open a Greek or
Latin book.” A foreign reviewer of this report says : “ Under
the recent examination statute of the university of Oxford, the
portion of ancient history taken in by the student, who is not a
candidate for honors, at his final examination is, three books of
Herodotus, four books of Livy, or four books of Tacitus.
Three books of a Greek or four of a Latin historian, are the
largest amount of ancient history, which the extreme difficulty
of the dead language in which that history is contained,
permits the university to require of an ordinary student.
From such a mere segment, he can hardly learn more of the
historical wisdom of the ancients, than he could of the beauty
of St. Mary’s church from a single window. Nor does he, any
more than the boy who leaves school without coming to the
university, open his classics again when his last examination is
past. In these, the majority of cases, to talk of the glories and
the treasures of ancient literature is really little better than
nonsense.”

Excellence op our General System of Education.
We would by no means be understood as intimating that

the preparatory or college course of education in this country
is open to such criticism. Our whole system of schools has
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been already repnblicanized. Our common schools are the
chief glory of the State. Our colleges, we claim as democratic
institutions, as the great levellers of society, levelling in the
right way, up and not down, that enable the son of the poor
man to rise to the highest positions of influence and honor.
The colleges, however,, it must be everywhere admitted, fit no
one for the actual duties of any profession, art or business of
life. They <io not profess to do so, but merely to give a
training preparatory to special education for some particular
business. Their graduates, for the most part, pass into the
professions, a few into the scientific schools, and almost none
into agricultural pursuits. There are special schools for
divinity, law and medicine, but no schools for the farmer as
such.

Agriculture, the foundation of all national prosperity, has
heretofore received no such aid in her advancement. To a
new class, we would now open our college halls, supplying a
great want in our general system of education, and hoping
rather to attract to our academic groves those who would
otherwise neglect a course of college study, than to withdraw
from existing institutions, any who are tending toward them.

In all our colleges the four years course is fully occupied
with study. Indeed the error is rather of overwork than of
idleness or insufficient exaction. If but four years can be
devoted to the college course, and other studies seem to us
more important than those pursued in existing institutions, we
have no choice but to discard a portion of the latter to make
room for others that we deem essential.

Again, it is generally admitted by those engaged in teaching,
that boys differ in their aptitude for the various branches of
learning.

One seems born a mathematician, and almost performs mira-
cles in that direction, while it is in vain to attempt even to keep
him in classes with others in Latin and Greek.

Another has an aptitude for languages, and acquires them
almost by intuition, while a third runs wild in pursuit of birds
and beasts and flowers, and feels any restraint in school as a
punishment; and a fourth seems to be a natural mechanic, and
will take the old house-clock to pieces and reconstruct it, almost
before he can read. While we by no means advocate the idea
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that boys should be allowed to neglect the ordinary course of
early education, on account of any distaste they may feel for a
particular study, yet it is rarely expedient to try to force the
progress of a youth old enough to enter college, in any pursuit,
against what seems to be his natural taste.

This natural or very early developed diversity of taste, or
adaptation for special branches of knowledge may, we think, be
properly met at the age of about sixteen, by offering a choice
between the Latin and Greek and dry mathematics of existing
colleges, and institutions like ours, where agriculture is spe-
cially taught, and where modern languages and physical science
are made prominent, and where a love of nature may be
cherished in familiar converse with her various works.

Our first duty we apprehend to be, to make the college dis-
tinctively an agricultural institution, to establish a course of
study which, if faithfully pursued, shall make every graduate
a scientific and a practical farmer, capable of performing every
variety of work upon a farm with his own hand, and capable of
directing and managing the affairs of an estate, however
extensive.

But this is by no means all our duty. As we propose to con-
sume, in our course, as much time as the other colleges, and to
complete, so far as instruction goes, the education of our stu-
dents, our course should be such as to answer the great ends
of education, the best discipline of the mind, with such physi-
cal training as may best secure the full and healthy develop-
ment of the body, with the highest esthetic and moral culture.

Connected with the department of physical culture, is a pro-
vision for instruction in military tactics, as required by the Act
of Congress.

Plan of Organization.

The estate, which comprises nearly four hundred acres of
excellent land, affording great variety of surface and soil, is to
be furnished with model farm buildings to be erected from time
time, as the increasing productiveness of the farm shallrequire,
to be supplied with farm implements of the most approved
kinds, and stocked with a variety of the best thoroughbred and
other animals that we may be able to procure ; the farm to be
conducted, primarily, for the education of the pupils, by way
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of illustration in agriculture, horticulture, botany, stock growing
and other rural affairs.

A college building, to be immediately erected, for lecture and
recitation rooms, library, museums of natural history and of
farm implements and products, chemical laboratories, halls for
exhibition and military drill, armory and chapel, and rooms for
the president, librarian, and other officers.

A president, who-shall reside at the farm, and have general
charge of its affairs under the trustees ; a faculty, composed
of the president and resident professors, who shall administer
the government and execute the prescribed regulations, and a
farm superintendent, who shall direct the ordinary labor, and
manage the details of business on the farm.

The following departments, under such professors and assist-
ants as may be necessary: A department of Agriculture and
Horticulture; a department of Physics, Mathematics, and
Engineering ; a department of Natural History ; a department
of Chemistry ; a department of Political Economy, Intellectual
Philosophy, and Christian Morals ; a department of Compara-
tive Anatomy and Animal Physiology, including Veterinary
Surgery and Medicine ; a department of Modern Languages
and Literature; and a department of Physical Education,
including Military Tactics.

The general course of study to be four years, with provisions
for shorter elective courses.

For admission, students to be sixteen years of age, and to
pass such examination as is required for admission to our
Normal Schools, and such further examination as shall be
prescribed.

Manual labor to be required daily of every student, as may
be arranged by the faculty, who may allow compensation for
extra work. Tuition to be fixed by the trustees, with such free
scholarships as may be established by public and private
bounty.

In the full discussions of our scheme among the trustees, in
conversations with officers of other agricultural colleges, and
with those engaged in education in the ordinary course, in the
suggestions of the press and of speakers at agricultural meet-

Remarks upon the Plan.
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ings, we may fairly assume that we appreciate, to some extent,
the criticisms that may be made upon a plan of organization
like that of which an outline has been given.

The difference of opinion is found to be more in the expected
development of the plan than in the departments of learning
to be established.

The course of study recommended by Doctor Hitchcock for
an agricultural college, in his report in 1851, does not differ
essentially from that suggested by Governor Andrew in his
annual address of 1863, and the principal features of both are
found in our own plan, and in those of the agricultural col-
leges of Pennsylvania and Michigan. Indeed, a member of the
Board of Education has assured us that there is not a branch
of learning prescribed by us, that is not taught, to some extent,
in every high school in the Commonwealth.

When, however, we consider that by its charter, our institu-
tion is styled an Agricultural College, that we are required to
have an extensive farm attached to it, that manual labor is to
be required of the students, and that Latin and Greek are not
to be prominent, we perceive at once that although most of the
studies are such as make up in part the course pursued in all
modern education, yet the result of our training on the charac-
ter and habits of the student, if we keep our peculiar land-
marks in view, must be entirely different from that attained at
our other colleges.

Physics and engineering and natural history are branches
included in every college course in New England.

We propose, however, to teach the application of science,
practically, to farm labor, to the construction of roads and
bridges, of houses and barns, to surveying and levelling, to
irrigation and drainage. Architecture in its broadest sense,
both as a science and an art, should be taught, and prominence
should be given to hydrodynamics, pneumatics, climatology,
landscape gardening and draining, to the laws of light, heat
and sound, and especially to their application to the construc-
tion, warming, lighting and ventilation of buildings.

Natural history should be taught with special reference to
the farm ; botany as applied to plants in the various uses for

food, shelter and ornament; zoology as applied to the history,
structure and reproduction of domestic animals, and of birds,
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beasts and insects useful or injurious to man ; geology as
applied to the formation and constitution of soils, as affecting
their general fertility or special' -faaptatiou to particular crops.

Following out through each of the departments of our col-
lege this idea of combining the practical application of princi-
ples of art and science to every day life, with the mental,
physical, esthetic and moral discipline afforded by the other
colleges, we hope to furnish a course of education peculiarly
attractive and useful to such as intend to pursue agriculture as
a business, or even to build up for themselves tasteful rural
homes.

Inability to procure Teachers.
On the part of those who advocated a union of the Agricul-

tural College writh Harvard University and the Bussey Institu-
tion, it was fairly enough urged, that to make the college
worthy of the Commonwealth, if independently established,
would require a large amount of funds above what the grant ol
Congress would afford. To this, it is as fairly answered that
the legislature having almost unanimously determined that the
institution should be independent, the resources of the Com-
monwealth, both public and private, are abundant to make it
worthy of the honored name it bears.

It has been objected, also, that existing institutions already
engage the services of the great leading minds in the several
departments of science, and that suitable professors and
teachers cannot be obtained for an independent institution.

There is much apparent force in this suggestion. It is, how-
ever, no disrespect to any existing institution to maintain, that no
one of them has within itself, a corps of instructors competent
to manage an agricultural college. Wedded to their own
approved and time-honored theories, almost unanimously dis-
trusting the possibility of a union of manual labor and study,
accustomed to instruct mainly in theory, unfamiliar with prac-
tical agriculture, believing that Latin and Greek furnish the
the best discipline for the youthful mind; the agricultural
college, thus connected, would of necessity, sink into a subordi-
nate branch of the university, and fail of all its purposes.

That there are men in our colleges, at the very head of those
departments of learning which wo seek to make most prominent
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in our institution, we cheerfully admit. That we hope to avail
ourselves largely of the valuable services of these men we are
happy to avow. v'

They, however, who advocate the union of all the masters of
science in one grand university, we think confound somewhat
the objects of our institution, and misapprehend the practical
relations of these master minds to young students.

The objects of institutions of learning are twofold—the
diffusion and the advancement of knowledge. Our com-
mon schools add nothing to the sum of human knowledge
from year to year, but only diffuse that already attained,
and the same is true of our colleges. The undergraduate,
in his four years, is not expected to excel Cicero in Latin,
or Euclid in mathematics. If he has acquired all that his
tutor had acquired at graduation, he has gained all that was
proposed for him. The measure of the scholar’s acquirement
is the limit of his own capacity, and not that of his teacher.
The pupil can receive only what his cup will hold, however
copious the fountain. The great names of the professors of
zoology and anatomy at Harvard bring honor to that univer-
sity, but these professors, it is understood, give no personal
instruction to the under-graduates. Their lecture-rooms are,
indeed, open to such, but their attendance is not required, and
their time is fully occupied by the regular studies of their
class. Practically, the presence or absence of such men as
these is of little importance to freshman or sophomore. Men
engaged in the highest realms of science, and who may be
expected to enlarge its boundaries, are presumed to have
attained the heights already explored. Their range of 'study is
among the stars, above the reach of boys at school. They
investigate alone, and make their discoveries in the study, in
the dissecting room, in the laboratory, and the observatory, and
do not spend their time in drilling boys upon the rudiments of
science, which a recent graduate may do as well.

Applying these ideas to our college in its infancy, we say,
that receiving a class at about sixteen, to remain through a
four years course, our purpose is to give the students as much
instruction as they are capable of receiving, in our several
departments. In the organization of these departments, we
desire to avail ourselves of the best talent in the country,
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and we are satisfied that among the highest names connected
with all our institutions of learning, there are few who have not
both leisure and inclination to give, for proper compensation,
as much of their time in courses of lectures on their special
subjects, as may be practically useful to our college. We
desire to secure for laborers constantly with us, as many pro-
fessors of high attainments as practicable, but the very want, in
times past, of such an institution as ours is intended to be, is
the reason why teachers, exactly fitted to fill our professorships
are very rare. In Michigan, some of the professorships in the
agricultural college are already admirably filled by its own
graduates.

Although our first care is for the classes who shall first come
into our halls, and our first purpose to make of all who come,
practical and scientific farmers, our ultimate aim is far beyond.
Teachers and professors will soon be wanted in similar institu-
tions, in all the Western and Southern States. Many young
men, who have not farms, nor capital to buy them, may be
attracted to our college with the purpose of supplying this
demand. Massachusetts, the prolific mother of teachers, can
do no nobler work for education and humanity, than to send
through our wide borders, these heralds of her great ideas of
liberty, equality and the dignity of labor. And farther still,
when our classes shall one by one be filled, and our organization
become complete, let us look still higher; let our motto still be
Progress ; and let us pursue our study beyond the mere instruc-
tion of classes in their prescribed course, and endeavor by
careful experiment in the field and careful investigation in the
study and the laboratory, to make discoveries in science, and to
enlarge the boundaries of existing knowledge, fixing no limits
to our researches but the limits of finite intelligence.

Our idea has been to make our plan both simple and expan-
sive, that it may be conformed, from time to time, to the wants
of the people, and to the pecuniary means which may be
secured.

Objections Considered.
It has been objected to our scheme, as shadowed forth in the

document referred to, that such an institution is not strictly an
agricultural college, but rather a college with some agriculture
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attached; and on the other side it has been charged, that the
Act of Congress does not require an agricultural college, and
that ours is too exclusively such.

The Act of Congress properly gives great latitude to the
States in this matter, seeing that the new and old States have
very different wants in education. The great difficulty, even in
Michigan, whose system of general education is better, perhaps,
than that of any other Western State, is to find scholars who are
fitted to enter the agricultural college, and a preparatory class
has been arranged at the college to meet this difficulty.

In Massachusetts, however high our requirements, we antici-
pate no difficulty in that quarter. In the new States, these
colleges must begin lower, and provide for teaching the common
branches. We, having excellent schools and colleges already
at work, seem called upon to meet the wants not already
supplied. We therefore make our course more distinctively
agricultural at the outset, yet, as our pupils, in general, are
expected to complete their education in our classes, we endeavor
to carry them forward through such branches of common
learning as belong to educated men in any position in life.

It seems often to be assumed, that the college is to be
established for the education exclusively of the sons of farmers,
and it is objected that by a high course of general culture we
shall render our students unfit to return to the common labors
of New England farms, by giving them ideas too exalted for
the humble pursuits of agriculture.

This objection is based, we submit, upon radical misapprehen-
sion. The college is not designed for the benefit of the sons of
any class of our citizens.

A college which should not open its doors as readily for the
admission of the sons of the poorest mechanic, the wealthiest
merchant, the minister, the lawyer, and the doctor, as of the
farmer, would tend to establish caste, and would be utterly at
variance with our common school system, and with the first
principles ofrepublican institutions.

“From what classes do you expect your pupils?” is often
asked. Our answer is, from all classes. In the Michigan
Agricultural College, a large majority of the pupils are sons
of farmers, while in the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania,
a large majority are from other classes, many of them from the
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cities and large towns, so that we gain no light from that
quarter.

The spirit of unrest which possesses Americans more than
any other people, which prompts a man as soon as his house is
built, to move away from it and go from a pleasant home to
the wilds of Oregon, or the mines of California, is an almost
necessary result of the development of free institutions in a
vast, rich and diversified country. Here, instead of the right
of primogeniture, by which the eldest son takes all the father’s
land, property is equally divided among all the children, and
so the accumulation of great estates is prevented. Here, no
seven years apprenticeship to any trade or business is required,
and no man is born to rank or office, but each may do what his
hands find to do,—a farmer in summer, a shoemaker, factory
hand or tailor in winter, and by and by a member of Congress
or president.

Again, there is a charm in rural life which a child always
appreciates and never forgets. The merchant in the city sighs
for a country home, and means, when he is rich enough, to
return to the old homestead and be happy again as he was
when a boy. He does not like to see his sons grow up in the
Latin school and the university, ignorant of rural affairs, and
may prefer to send them to the agricultural college. The
farmer, on the other hand, is apt to think his own lot a hard
one, and to regard the comforts and apparent ease of city or
professional life, as more desirable for his sons. The boys
themselves, who have great influence in the matter, assist in
the decision.

The city boy imagines the farmer’s life to be what he has
seen in the country where he has passed his holidays, while
the farmer’s boy, as too often treated, associates farming with
milking the cows before sunrise in winter, or dropping potatoes
in the hot sun, or turning the grindstone, in summer. This
circulation from country to city and from city to country, as
generations follow each other, is healthful for a community
like ours, tending as it does to promote harmony and equality.

Although by sucli influences, many, no doubt, from families
other than the farmer’s will find their way to our college, yet,
since the land adapted to agriculture is generally owned by
those who occupy it, and one son at least usually remains at
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home, it is fair to suppose that the farmers will contribute the
larger portion of our students.

To the objection that we shall over-educate students, and so
turn them away from farm labor and their love of the old
homestead, we would answer, that neither our received
theories of such education, nor our convictions of its effects,
allow us any apprehension on this point.

Assuming that intelligent agriculture is the most agreeable
and the most profitable employment for a large portion of our
people; that the interest of the student in the wonderful
processes of nature, in her formation of blade and bud and
flower and fruit, in the reproduction of animals, in their
various improved species, in the mechanism of new imple-
ments, and in the development of new processes of culture,
will constantly increase with his knowledge, and that such
knowledge will, at the same time render the pursuit of
agriculture more manifestly profitable, we claim that our
course of education will attach the student more strongly to a
life upon the farm.

We contend, on the other hand, that ordinary college life
tends to wean the student from home attachments, and
especially from attachment to the farm. Four years of study,
at the age when the character is most impressible, of branches
not connected with agriculture, four years’ association with
young men preparing almost exclusively for the professions,
four years’ absence from the farm, the garden and the grand
old woods, with four years’ exemption from all manual labor,
necessarily turn the thoughts of the young man away from
agriculture and unfit him for the farm.

To counteract this tendency of ordinary college education,
and give agriculture its due rank with the highest professions,
is one of the grand objects of our enterprise.

It is true, no doubt, that some of the homesteads of New
England may not be the most desirable places in the world,
and that students, by a college education, may make discovery
of this fact, and go elsewhere.

We apprehend, however, that no parent desires so to educate
his son as to cheat him into a false belief on such a point.

Effect of such Education.
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No! give him education in the truth, and when he is
graduated at the college, let his stand-point be elevated
enough to overlook the whole country, and if cattle-raising in
Texas, corn-culture in Illinois, cotton-growing in Carolina or
sheep-husbandry in California, offer stronger inducements than
market-gardening at Cambridge or tobacco-culture on the
Connecticut, with the settled institutions of New England, let
him go where duty and interest call him, well qualified for
whatever he may undertake ; and his father’s blessing will not
be withheld. And again, if after such education as we can
give him, he finds in agriculture no such promise of profit or
pleasure as to induce him to pursue it as a business, what
harm if he turn to a profession or to trade, and make of
agriculture a means of pleasant relaxation, or a collateral
scientific study.

To diffuse through all classes the knowledge how to make a
rural home pleasant, how to replace the bare and the bald
with lawns, and trees, and shrubs, and flowers, with tasteful
and comfortable buildings, is no unimportant part of a liberal
education. A rural life well lived, is no doubt, the happiest of
all, and the most healthful for-soul and body. The words of
the poet are golden truth,

“ Happy the man who hath escaped the town,
Him did an angel bless, when he was born, ”

•

and let it be part of our mission, so to teach.

Manual Labor.
Our charter requires manual labor of all the students.

This is one of the distinctive features of the college and one
that has elicited much comment. Learned men, connected
with education in the ordinary mode, generally doubt the
success of the experiment. Their doubts have arisen from the
want of success of strictly manual labor schools, schools where
the labor of the student was expected to be profitable and to
pay in part, at least, his expenses.

Severe, long continued daily physical labor is, no doubt,
inconsistent with the highest intellectual exertion. No man
can regularly perform his eight or ten hours daily work in the
field or workshop and devote five or six more to severe mental
exercise.
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It is certainly true, however, that two or three hours of
moderate bodily exercise daily, whether in the gymnasium, in
field sports and games, or in any labor which is not irksome, is
for most persons, healthful, and promotive of mental energy.

Manual labor, at our college, is to be required, primarily,
for the education of the student and not for profit, and the
time devoted to labor should be graduated accordingly.

The object being education and not profit, the student
should, so far as possible, be allowed to practise such labor as
he does not understand, whereas in a school where profit is the
object, each student should perform what he best knows
already. We have carefully observed the working of this part
of the system in the agricultural colleges of Michigan and
Pennsylvania. The number of students in the former has
been usually about 100, being as many as can be at present
accommodated. The number at the latter has varied
considerably, the catalogue for 1864-5 showing 146 students.

In each of them, three hours daily labor is required of every
student. In the Michigan college, after detailing a sufficient
number to take care of the stock, and to attend to various
minor affairs, the students are divided into three equal classes,
one of which works in the gardens, under the charge of the
professor of botany and horticulture, while the other two work
in the field under the professor of physiology and practical
agriculture. At the end of a fortnight, the class from the
garden is put into the field, and one of the other classes is put
into the garden, new details having been made for the care of
stock. A workshop is also provided, for which students are
detailed as occasion requires.

The pupils are willing to work, and manifest great interest
in the affairs of the farm and garden, taking a just pride in
their fine stock and the excellent condition of their farm.
Their farm contains nearly seven hundred acres of excellent
land, covered, a few years since, with heavy timber. Upon it
there are now about one hundred sheep and seventy cattle.
They show good specimens of pure Shorthorn, Devon and Ayr-
shire cattle, of Southdown, Silesian and Spanish Merino sheep,
and of Essex, Suffolk and Chester white swine. Interesting
experiments are also going on with crosses of different breeds.
Nearly all the labor is performed by the students, and every-
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thing indicates that, thus far, the experiment of manual labor
is entirely successful.

At the Agricultural College ofPennsylvania the time allotted
to labor is the same. The labor is, however, performed under the
farm superintendent, and not, as in Michigan, under the profes-
sors. Our visit there was at a time unfortunate for observing
the working of the system. The death of Dr. Pugh, the former
president, had left an interregnum, and Dr. Allen, the new
president, was temporarily absent; and indeed had not been
long enough in office to re-arrange affairs according to his own
views. From what could be learned, it seemed that the rela-
tions between the students and farm superintendent were not
entirely harmonious, and the work did not go on so pleasantly
as could be desired.

It is important, we think, so far as possible, so to arrange our
classes that the professors may superintend the students in
their labors. It is hardly to be expected that we should be
able to find any superintendent who will combine with the
practical business tact and energy essential to his position, the
scientific knowledge and habits of careful observation necessary
to the prosecution of valuable experiments in agriculture, and
the general culture which may command the respect of
students.

This, however, is one of the many points which only experi-
ence and careful observation can determine. There are cer-
tainly manifest advantages in having the labor of the pupils
directed by their professors, illustrating in the field the lessons
of the lecture-room, and with the students, conducting to
definite results experiments in the many vexed questions of
practical agriculture.

It is a part of our plan to provide, at the college, for courses
of study of shorter duration than the regular course, for the
benefit of those who may desire only a practical education in
agriculture. This has been undertaken in most modern insti-
tutions of learning, and may be effected by admitting pupils,
under proper restrictions, to certain recitations in the regular
classes, without requiring them to pursue all the studies of the
class, and by providing courses of popular lectures, in the

Elective Courses.
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leisure season of the year, which may be attended by the
public generally.

It is believed to be practicable thus to meet the wants of two
classes; the first, of those engaged in agriculture, of older
growth than ordinary pupils, who have not time for a full
course, who yet desire to prosecute, to some extent, scientific
study, and to observe the improved processes of husbandry;
the second, of educated young men, graduates of colleges and
others, who wish to become familiar with the use of implements,
with live stock, with farm labor and rural affairs in general,
and to render practical their abstract knowledge of “ such
branches of learning as are related to agriculture.”

It naturally occurs to many, that, inasmuch as this is a State
institution, admission to it, as to our common schools, should
be free, at least to our own citizens. To this it is answered,
that a large annual expenditure is necessary to maintain such
a college as our people demand, that one-half or more of the
pupils will be abundantly able to pay a reasonable tuition fee,
and that to give to such is no charity. Scholarships may be
established, by State or private bounty, in aid of such as need
assistance.

It is contemplated, too, in our plan, that students who desire
to do so, upon previous notice given, may have their studies so
arranged as to perform extra labor on the farm, for which they
shall be paid.

By these, and other arrangements, it is hoped that no young
man need be deterred from seeking an education at our college
by want of pecuniary means.

Our favorable estimate of the farm selected, as to its general
adaptation to the purposes of the institution, and as to its
productiveness, are fully confirmed.

Most of the estate was leased for the past season under
restrictions securing good husbandry, and requiring the tenents
to expend all the hay and other fodder upon the land, and
leave the manure for our use at the expiration of their leases.
The rents secured for the year amount to more than $2,000, or

Tuition.

The Farm.
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about five per cent, upon the whole purchase money, which,
when we consider that we bought nearly four hundred acres of
land in compact form, of persons who had no desire to sell, and
for purposes other than mere profit, and that much of it is wood,
rough pasture and swamp, indicates, at least, a Judicious invest-
ment. In our purchase of D. K. Bangs, he deducted $125
from the price, for the rent of it the past season, so that that
amount, to be accurate, should be added in our statement, to
the rent of the farm for 1865. A part of the land purchased
of Mr. Cobb, being the portion of the estate upon which it was
expected improvements would first be made, was not leased.
In the statement annexed to this Report, of the income and
expenses of the farm, will be found various charges for labor in
plauting strees, fencing, ploughing, haying and harvesting, and
credits for oats and hay, mostly relating to the Cobb land.
Our operations in ornamental improvement of the grounds have
necessarily been limited by want of the definite plans incident
to the location of buildings and roads. They have consisted
partly in planting a few hundred evergreens, of six to eight feet
height, for a screen on our easterly line, and in setting, in
nurseries, some three thousand small trees for future use. A
reservoir upon the highest land where water appears, has been
constructed, ten feet in diameter and ten feet deep, which has
been full for many weeks, with a pipe laid low enough to draw
it to the bottom. It was deemed important early to test the
supply of water from the springs, and the one in question, two
hundred and twenty-five feet above the lowest point on the
estate, although not at any time a copious spring, has been
found to yield five hundred gallons per day in the dryest part
of the very dry summer of 1865. Abundant supplies of water
from springs coming out at lower points, yet elevated enough
for all farm purposes, are found in various places on the farm.

A public highway crosses the estate, leaving about one-
quarter of its territory on the upper, or east side, and the rest
on the west or lower side. As this highway admitted of
obvious improvements which were likely to be made at some
time, measures were taken, early in the season, to have its
location changed so as better to accommodate both our estate

4

Alteration of Highway.
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and the public. Upon a petition filed for the purpose, it was,
on the first Tuesday of December, adjudged by the county
commissioners, that the common convenience and necessity
require a change therein, and the 17th day of January, 1866,
has been fixed by them, for the proper location thereof.

At the quarterly meeting in February, a committee •was
appointed to consider the subject of location and plan of con-
struction of buildings. Upon approaching this duty it was at
once seen by the committee that no satisfactory conclusions
could be reached without a careful and elaborate survey. Our
engineer was therefore instructed to make such a survey, and the
result is a map showing accurately every building, fence, road
stream, spring and other principal object on the estate, with
sketches of the tracts of forest, and contour-lines at every five
feet vertical height, so marked that at a glance the elevation of
any point may be accurately observed. When it is understood
that the surface is quite diversified with hills and valleys,
woods and fields, varying at points, two hundi’ed and seventy
feet in height, the necessity of such a survey will be appre-
ciated. It is not only of use in the location of buildings ; but
in every future improvement, whether of the construction of
buildings, roads or walks, of works for supplying water to the
different parts of the estate, of draining, irrigation or grading,
such a map is essential to systematic progress.

Having completed our surveys and obtained all possible infor-
mation respecting the size and form of a college building, a
competent architect was employed to furnish specific plans and
superintend the erection of such a building.

After a free interchange of opinion, and a full discussion, the
site deemed by the trustees most suitable has been selected, and
preparations have been made for procuring materials for the
proposed building. The general expectation of a decline in
the prices of labor and materials has induced us to delay as
long as possible the contracts for its erection. It is hoped,
however, that energetic progress may be made in the opening
of the coming season.

It is more important to organize the institution wisely than
rapidly, and to any reasonable delay which brings harmony to

Buildings.
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our counsels, and inspires confidence in our final action, we
may cheerfully submit. We are bound, however, by the con-
ditions of the grant of Congress, to provide such a college as is
therein described, within five years from the second day of
July, 1862.

Hoping for the prompt co-operation of the governor and
council in establishing our plan of organization, and for such
aid from the legislature as may be necessary for its develop-
ment ; expecting from all that charity which is due to men
charged with an enterprise in which the interests of agriculture
and education, and the reputation of the Commonwealth as the
pioneer in education, are alike involved, we trust we shall be
able to lay the foundations of our institution so broad and deep,
that it may forever stand as a landmark of progress in the
education of the people.

By Act of July 2, 1862, Congress granted to the Common-
wealth, scrip for 360,000 acres of land for colleges for the
benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts. Our legislature,
by Act of April 27, 1863, appropriated one-third of the income
of the fund derived from the sale of nine-tenths of the scrip to
the Institute of Technology, one-tenth having been assigned to
the Agricultural College to be used in payment for its farm.
Our report of last year states the sales of the scrip to the close
of the year 1864. Since then the agent of the college has sold
of the one-tenth 960 acres for 1736, and the commissioner for
the State has sold 4,960 acres for $4,144.80.

The results of all the sales to the close of the year 1865 are
as follows : Of the tenth of the scrip assigned to the college,
32,320 acres have been sold for $27,318.40, and 3,680 acres
remain unsold. Of the other nine-tenths, 104,160 acres have
been sold for $83,546.40, and 219,840 acres remain unsold. In
all, 136,480 acres have been sold for $110,864.80, being an
average of about cents per acre.

The proceeds of the one-tenth are accounted for by the trea-
surer of the college, and the proceeds of the nine-tenths by the
treasurer of the Commonwealth.

The governor and council having fixed the minimum price
of the scrip in the hands of the commissioner at eighty cents

Financial,
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per acre, which is somewhat above its market value during the
past year, the sales have been small. It is believed that the
legislature would prefer to advance the funds necessary to the
maintenance of the college, rather than force the sale of the
scrip at a low price.

By Act of May 11, 1861, the legislature granted $lO,OOO
“ to defray the necessary expenses of establishing and main-
taining” the college, and provided for the repayment thereof
out of the first moneys received by the treasurer of the Com-
monwealth as income of our part of the land scrip fund.

In our annual report of last year we set forth reasons why
this repayment cannot be legally made, and referring to those
reasons we again respectfully ask the legislature to repeal the
provision for such repayment.

By Act of May 11, 1865, the sum of $lO,OOO was granted to
the Massachusetts Agricultural College to aid in its establish-
ment. The accounts of the treasurer of the corporation, here-
with exhibited, show the application of these funds so far as
expended. The treasurer of the Commonwealth reports that
the income of the scrip fund for the years 1864 and 1865 is
$11,365.22, two-thirds of which, $7,576.81, is held by him for
payment of the $lO,OOO granted to the college in 1864, the
other third to be accounted for to the Institute of Technology.

The apparent income of the scrip fund has been increased by
a re-investment of part of the fund originally in gold-paying
bonds, in 7-30’s, and by large premiums on gold received as
interest. It has been suggested by the incoming treasurer that
a part, $2,900.70, of what has been regarded as income, might
perhaps be properly treated as principal, so as to preserve the
integrity of the fund, as the Act of Congress requires. This
correction, if made, must be made by adding to the principal a
part of future income.

The treasurer’s account shows the sum of $1,255.38
advanced for expenses of the trustees. This covers their
expenses from May, 1864, to the close of 1865. For the year
ending May, 1864, there was provision made in the appropria-
tion bills by the legislature. For the following year, a similar
appropriation was inserted by the proper committee, but it was
by some misapprehension stricken out.
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Our annual meeting being held in May, we have heretofore
made up our accounts to that time. It has been thought
better, however, to conform to the political year of the
Commonwealth, and to make up our accounts in future to the
first 'Wednesday of the year. As there is no fund, except such
as the legislature may provide,' to which the expenses of the
meetings of the trustees can be charged, it is hoped that such
expenses may go regularly into the appropriation bills, like
those of other State institutions. Of the $2,000, which by the
treasurer’s account appear to have been paid to the building
committee, there has been expended, principally in quarrying
and drawing stone and in excavation, $1,481.41, leaving $586.59
on hand. The item “ paid H. P. French per order of trustees
$500,” was a payment to the executive committee to be
applied to general improvements. Of this amount $163.76
has been expended in constructing a reservoir, and the balance
$336.24 is on hand.

A general statement of the financial condition of the college,
a statement of the income and expenditures of the farm, and
the accounts of the treasurer, are annexed and form part of
this Report.

Respectfully submitted in behalf of the Trustees by

HENRY F. FRENCH, President.
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1. As to Land.
Property.—3lo| acres and buildings cost . $34,999 50

Land-scrip for 3,680 acres at 80c.,. 2,944 00
In hands of treasurer, . . . 5,929 31

$43,072 81

Debt. —Note to L. D. Cowles, . • . $12,000 00
Balance 81,07? 81

$43,072 81

2. As to Building Fund.
Property. —Amount of unpaid subscription . $70,000 00

One year’s interest, . . . 4,200 00
In hands of treasurer, .

. , 3,210 00
In hands of committee, . . 586 59
Quarried stone and tools, say . 1,000 00

$78,996 59

3. As to Contingent Fund.
Properly. —ln hands of treasurer, . .

. $13,665 05

4. As to Fund fob Maintenance op the College.

Property. —Two-thirds the income of $83,453.00, held by the
treasurer of the Commonwealth. Income for 1865
and probable income for 1866, held to pay $lO,OOO
appropriation of 1864.
Two-thirds the income of 219,840 acres of land-
scrip yet unsold, valued at eighty cents per acre,
or $175,872.00.

STATEMENT OF PROPERTY AND DEBTS.
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Receipts.
Rent of L. D. Cowles, . . $9OO 00

of Chester Cowles, . 580 00
of Crouch place, . . 200 00
of Donahue, . . . 125 00
of Cobb pasture, . . 75 00

150 bushels oats, ... 90 00
10 tons hay, 160 00

$2,130 00

Expenditures.
Donahue, labor, . . . . $l5 50
Chester Cowles, labor, . . 146 50
L. D. Cowles, labor, . . 96 50
D. K. Bangs, labor, ... 21 00
Cutler, grass seed, &c., . . 139 64
Insurance, 32 00
Trees, 53 10
Reservoir, 163 76

$668 00

Note.—The rents as stated above are for the year ending
April 1, 1866, when the last half of these amounts are
payable. The first three items for labor were offset against
the rent, so that the treasurer’s accounts show only the
balances for the half year. The oats and hay are on hand.

STATEMENT OP INCOME AND EXPENDITURES OF
THE COLLEGE FARM, IN 1865.



Dr. Nathan Durfee, Treasurer, in account with Massachusetts Agricultural College. Cr.
LAND SCRIP ACCOUNT.

1864. 1864.
Aug. 3, To H. F. French, scrip sold, $20,000 00 Oct. 14, By paid Henry Cobb, land, $6,409 50Sept. 6, 11. F. French, scrip sold, 5,000 00 Nov. 4, John Donahue, land, 2T70 001865. 4, D. R. Bangs, land, 2,000 00Jan. 17, 11. F. French, scrip sold, 1,500 00 12, Chester Cowles, land, 3 b6O 00
May 3, 11. F. French, scrip sold, 82 40 1865.

11, 11. F. French, scrip sold, 256 00 Jan. 2, J. S. Crouch, land, 2.760 00
Nov. 1, H. F. French, scrip sold, 240 00 April 12, L. D. Cowles, land, 6 000 00
Dec. 27, 11. F. French, scrip sold, 240 00 1866.

Interest $20,000 loaned to State, .... 810 41 Jan. 3, balance on hand, 5,129 31

$28,128 81 $28,128 81

There is now outstandinga note to L. D. Cowles for $12,000 with interest from November 25, 1865.

BUILDING FUND.

1865. # 1865.
Sept. 15, To received of WilliamKellogg, subscription for Town Oct. 13, By paid Building Committee, $2 000 00

of Amherst, $5,210 00 1866.
Jan. 3, balance on hand, 3,210 00

35,210 00 $5,210 00

CONTINGENT FUND.

1864. 1864.
July -, To State appropriation, $2,500 00 Nov. 21, By blank book, $1 50Sept. -, State appropriation, 2,500 00 1865.

1865. Jan. 17, Surveying, Shedd & Edson, 548 22Feb. 11, State appropriation, 2,500 00 29, W. &G. Cutler, grass, seed, &c, . . .
. 139 64
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Mar. 6, To State appropriation, $2,500 00 Oct. 13, By H. F. French, per order Trustees, .... $5OO 00
23, State appropriation, 10,000 00 18, Surveying, J. H. Shedd, 300 00

Nov. 9, Interest, $2,500, loaned, 55 42 Nov. 25, Interest paid L. D. Cowles, 858 00
Dec. 27, Sundry rents, 502 03 1866.

Jan. 1, Salary of President, .' 3,000 00
. Expenses of Trustees, sundry times,—

Charles G. Davis, $54 00
Carriage hire, 19 50
Amherst Hotel, 29 00
Henry L. Whiting, 97 35
Henry L. Whiting, 102 05

* Paoli Lathrop, 82 00
Paoli Lathrop, 55 90

~ P. Stedman, 73 50
P. Stedman, 41 30
11. Colt, .

.
. .

‘

. . 153 10
11. Colt, 79 90
Allen W. Dodge, 10 20
Allen W. Dodge, 16 00
Charles O. Sewall, . . . .

. 13 65
Charles O. Sewall 19 70
George Marston, 42 55
Chafles L. Flint, . .16 10
W. B. Washburn, 39 50
W. B. Washburn, 12 30
J. L. Fairbanks, ... . . . 14 10
Nathan Durfee, 94 11
J. W. Lincoln, 19_55
H. F. French, 105 50
George Marston, 33 55

* J. White, 30 97
1,255 38

D. K- Bangs, trees, &c, 21 00
Paid 11. F. French, sundry bills, —

Wells & Co., trees, $26 33
llepairs of office, 32 25

Amount carried forward, $20,557 45 Amounts carried forward, . . . . $5B 58 $O,OOO 00

c
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Dr. Nathan Durfee, Treasure-, in c.c ■~’f 1 Agricultural College—Continued. Cr.

Amount brought forward, iff20,557 45 Amounts brought forward, . . . . $5B 58 $O,OOO 00
■ By paid H. F. French, sundry bills, —

| Wood and sawing, 8 25
Stationery, 9 50
Paper and printing, . . . . 13 00
Freight, trees, 2 11
Stamps, 2 00
Labor, 4 51

97 98
1865.

May 3, Stamps, $6O 25
| Insurance, 32 00

Letter book, &c., 15 37
Printing, 6 75
Trees, . . . . 24 66
College seal, 8 00
Telegraph, 1 44
Mr. Hollis, 10 00
Recording deeds, 6 71
Copies and labor, 5 50

l7O 68
By balance, 13,665 05

$20,557 45 $20,557 45

5‘ |
1866.

Jan. 3, Total receipts from all sources to date, . . . . $53,896 26 Jan. 3, Total expenditures to date, $31,89190
Balance in hands of Treasurer this day, . . . 22,004 36

$53,896 26 $53,896 26

Respectfully submitted. NATHAN DURFEE,
Treasurer Massachusetts Agricultural College.
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